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a b s t r a c t

To combat the threat of information leakage through pervasive access, researchers have

proposed several extensions to the popular role-based access control (RBAC) model. Such

extensions can incorporate contextual features, such as location, into the policy decision in

an attempt to restrict access to trustworthy settings. In many cases, though, such exten-

sions fail to reflect the true threat, which is the presence or absence of other users, rather

than absolute locations. For instance, for location-aware separation of duty, it is more

important to ensure that two people are in the same room, rather than in a designated, pre-

defined location. Prox-RBAC was proposed as an extension to consider the relative prox-

imity of other users with the help of a pervasive monitoring infrastructure. However, that

work offered only an informal view of proximity, and unnecessarily restricted the domain

to spatial concerns. In this work, we present a more rigorous definition of proximity based

on formal topological relations. In addition, we show that this definition can be applied to

several additional domains, such as social networks, communication channels, attributes,

and time; thus, our policy model and language is more flexible and powerful than the

previous work. In addition to proposing the model, we present a number of theoretical

results for such systems, including a complexity analysis, templates for cryptographic

protocols, and proofs of security features.

ª 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction While such extensions to RBAC can provide a basis for
The rise of mobile and pervasive computing has made it

possible to devise context-aware systems that customize

the computing experience to the user’s environment. One

particular application for these systems is to facilitate the

design of access control systems that aim to mitigate the

threat of data loss by restricting permissions to appropriate

settings. As these concerns are more relevant to enterprise

settings, researchers often use RBAC as the foundation for

designing such access control models and systems. For

instance, several models have been proposed that consider

the requesting user’s location in the policy decision

(Damiani et al., 2007; Aich et al., 2007; Atluri and Chun,

2007).
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reasoning about contextual policies, they fail to reflect many

of the more interesting scenarios. Specifically, it may be more

important to consider the relative locations of other users,

rather than the requesting user’s location. For instance, when

preparing a financial deposit slip in a retail setting, the pres-

ence of a supervisor in the same roomas the employeemay be

more important than just ensuring that the employee is pre-

sent in the store office. To enable the creation of such policies,

Prox-RBAC (Kirkpatrick et al., 2011) was proposed to incorpo-

rate proximity constraints into a spatial RBAC model. That is,

Prox-RBAC policies consisted of a spatial RBAC policy with an

additional clause specifying constraints on the locations of

other users; for instance, one can specify a constraint for a

military deployment that no civilians be present.
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We have identified two shortcomings with Prox-RBAC as

previously proposed. First, the model relies on an intuitive

notion that “proximity” means the users are present (or not)

within the same physical space. This lack of a rigorous

understanding of proximity can lead to surprising in-

terpretations. For instance, in Prox-RBAC, two users at oppo-

site ends of a building could be considered to be within

proximity for one policy; however, for another policy, two

users standing in adjacent rooms on opposite sides of the

same door would not be in proximity of one another. As such,

this informal approach allows for entities to be in proximity,

despite the fact that they are not physically close.

Second, we find the exclusive focus on the spatial domain to

be unnecessarily restrictive. The intuition that proximity in-

dicatesrelativeclosenessof twoentitiescanbeapplied inseveral

domains with interesting results. For instance, a temporal

proximity restraint could require that two people digitally sign a

document within 24 h. In attribute-based proximity, an Assis-

tant Professor and an Associate Professor have professions (i.e.,

attributes) that are similar. Clearly, a unified and formal defini-

tion of proximity can be applied to a wide variety of settings.

We have analyzed five contextual domains, or realms,

namely geographic, attribute-based, social, cyber, and tem-

poral realms for defining proximity. We will start this work by

defining these realms and showing how they can be mapped

onto a unified abstract space model. We will then apply the

calculus-based method (Clementini et al., 1993) for defining

topological relations on features in order to specify a formal

distance metric. We then use this metric to define two forms

of proximity, specifically weak role proximity and strong role

proximity. In both forms, proximity specifies that two entities

must have a distance measure (in the abstract space) that is

less than some threshold value.

In addition to defining themodel, we also present a number

of theoretical results and practical advice for the creation of

proximity-based RBAC systems. We propose three enforce-

ment architectures in this work to accommodate different

types of feature acquisition and communication approaches.

We also provide templates for enforcement protocols for these

architectures, formalize these protocols using PCL (Datta et al.,

2007) and prove security properties of these protocols. In doing

so, we also highlight the theoretical limits of correct enforce-

ment of proximity constraints.

It is important to emphasize the advantages of this formal

approach. First, by grounding the notion of proximity in terms

of a distance and threshold values, we ensure that our for-

malisms reflect the intuition of proximity as closeness. As

such, the mandatory specification of a metric reduces the

likelihood of surprising interpretations of proximity. Second,

by defining proximity in terms of an abstract spacemodel, our

approach is very flexible and simplifies the adaptation of

policies for other realms beyond the five we consider. That is,

mapping the realms onto the abstract space model allows us

to define a common framework for enforcing the policy con-

straints; adapting themodel and policies for additional realms

would only requiremapping the realm onto the abstract space

model. Finally, by defining a common enforcement architec-

ture, it is possible to develop reusable code libraries and pro-

tocols that could be applied to any enforcement architecture

that maps onto our abstract space model.
2. Concepts and design

We begin this section by developing an intuitive under-

standing of proximity and realms. Once we have sketched

these preliminary concepts, we define a formal proximity

model and show how to map the realms to it. In doing so, we

illustrate the flexibility of our model, which shows that one

could adapt the same ideas to other realms of interest.
2.1. Intuition of proximity

The notion of proximity can be informally defined as the near-

ness of two entities. These entities are active, that is they can

execute actions on protected resources. Traditionally, this

nearness of entities is understood in terms of physical distance,

though other frames of reference, such as time,may be used. In

order to use proximity as a foundational concept for access

control, it is necessary to provide a formal definition that is

flexible enough to accommodate various application scenarios.

Beforeprovidingourdefinition,wewill firstdescribefive typesof

proximity so as to illustrate the intuition behind our formalism.

Specifically, we will discuss the following types of proximity:

Geographical proximity indicates that two entities are

located within a certain distance in the physical space.

Attribute-based proximity indicates that two entities share

one or more common attributes, or are both located in regions

of physical space that share attributes.

Social proximity indicates that two entities (represented by

nodes in a social network graph) are less than a certain

number of hops apart.

Cyber proximity indicates that two entities are co-present

in the same online communication session.

Temporal proximity indicates that two entities are present

for events separated by a limited amount of time.

2.1.1. Geographical proximity
This type of proximity is perhaps the most conventional. The

entities reside at specific locations in the physical world. The

distance between the entities may be measured in traditional

terms, such as Euclidean distance or Manhattan distance.

Alternatively, the distance may be measured in logical units

that are defined based on a partitioning of the reference space;

for example, in an indoor space, the number of rooms sepa-

rating the two entities may quantify the distance. Regardless

of themeasurement used, the notion of proximity implies that

the distance is less than a certain threshold value. To illustrate

access control based on geographical proximity, consider a

policy that specifies that users must be present in the same

room. A wireless sensor network could be used to track users’

positions and verify that the constraint is satisfied. Another

policy could specify that users must be within a certain

number of meters of each other. This policy could be enforced

using a technology such as Bluetooth, which indirectly

vouches for the nearness of the users.

2.1.2. Attribute-based proximity
In attribute based proximity model, each entity has a set of

attributes that characterize certain properties or personal

traits of this entity. These attributes can be encoded in

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012
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1 Missed connections are popular features in publications such
as alternative newspapers. One person sees another in a public
place but the opportunity to meet never arises. Instead, the first
person places a missed connection advertisement with enough
contextual information in the hopes that the other person will
read the description and desire to make contact.
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credentials such as certificates that attest their validity.

Attribute based proximity indicates the similarity of attributes

of two entities. For example, a personwith attribute ‘Assistant

Professor’ is in attribute based proximity with another person

with attribute ‘Associate professor.’ Weighting values can be

associated with both the credential (i.e., to specify its trust-

worthiness) or the trait itself (e.g., to quantify the similarity

between values). As another example, consider an online

dating service where a user can choose to share his or her

profile with similar users. Potential mates with similar polit-

ical views, religious backgrounds, or hometowns could be

automatically granted access; such a system would be bene-

ficial for helping users identify potential matches more

quickly. In an alternate view, attributes can be associatedwith

the user’s environment, such as the type of location in the

physical world. The distance metric for proximity, then,

would be an empirical measure of the difference between

values, possibly weighted to reflect the veracity of credentials

presented. For instance, if two users are in restaurants,

possible attributes may be the type of restaurant or the name

of the chain; if the restaurants share the same parent com-

pany, they would be considered to be in close proximity,

regardless of their physical distance. Other attributes could be

the presence of public wi-fi, the temperature of the sur-

rounding area, or the most popular professional sports team

of the area. Our work allows for both uses of attributes, either

relative to the user or the context.

2.1.3. Social proximity
The emergent popularity of social networks introduces a new

dimension to proximity. A social network is traditionally

modeled as a graph where each user is represented by a node

and the connections between users are represented by edges

connecting them. In the social realm, the distance metric is

based on the number of hops that separate two entities within

the social graph. Social proximity of two user indicates that

the distance between them is less than a certain number of

hops. In this case, the distance is relatively static, as changes

to the distance only occur when connections between users

change. Although social connections may change often, it is

intuitive that the distance between any two users would

change more frequently in the physical world. Policies based

on social proximity are quite common. The most popular is

the restriction of shared data to friends or contacts. In some

cases, these restrictions can be loosened to the next step in

the network, such as friends of friends. In other cases, data

may be shared with other users within sub-networks; for

instance, users may share data with others from the same

school or employer.

2.1.4. Cyber proximity
Two users are said to be in cyber proximity if they are

simultaneously involved in an online communication session.

For example, usersmay be on the same conference call ormay

be chatting with one another. The distance metric could be

binary, indicating co-presence in the same session, or based

on degrees of separation. In the latter case, consider three

users named Alice, Bob, and Charlie. If Alice and Bob are

chatting while Bob is connected to a conference call with

Charlie, then the distance from Alice to Charlie would be two.
Alternatively, if the binary metric is used, Alice and Charlie

would not be in cyber proximity, as they are not present

within the same communication session.

2.1.5. Temporal proximity
While the previous notions of proximity can clearly be applied

to users, temporal proximity means that two events occur

within a certain relative time frame. The most natural metric

would be the passage of units of time. However, in asyn-

chronous systems, absolute time units may not be used or

feasible. Instead, relative units, such as vector clocks, may be

used to specify the ordering of events. In that case, the dis-

tance between two events would be the number of events that

occur between them. An example of access control based on

temporal proximity would be the specification of an expira-

tion date on a contract signature. If another event, such as a

signature by another party, does not occur prior to the expi-

ration date, then the first signature is considered null and

void. Another scenario where temporal proximity could be

applied would be a combination of geosocial networks with

missed connections.1 When a user visits a public place, he

may retrieve a token indicating his presence at that location at

that time. This token could then be used to retrieve missed

connections placed by others with the same token.

2.2. Hybrid proximity realms

Although we do not explicitly model the case, we posit that it

would be possible to create policies for hybrid realms that

combine two or more of the above mentioned realms. For

instance, one could consider a realm that combines military

ranks, the bases to which the officers are assigned, and their

connections within particular social networks. Such a multi-

dimensional policy model would combine elements of attri-

bute, geographical and social proximities. While our model is

sufficient to define such a hybrid realm (i.e., by using appro-

priate topological relations), crafting appropriate distance

metricse bymapping realms to amultidimensional coordinate

system e would be application specific. We find attempts at

formalizing such a meta-model to be needlessly complex, and

omit this case from further consideration for the present work.

2.3. Formal proximity model

Our formal definition of proximity is derived from constructing

an abstract space model S from the reference space models or

realms (e.g., thephysicalworld, socialnetworks, communication

sessions, time) identified in the previous section. Specifically,

we apply the calculus-based method (Clementini et al., 1993) that

has been widely used in GIS applications. We start by showing

that this approach is sufficient for modeling non-geographic

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012
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reference space models.2 We then show how it can be used for

proximity-based RBAC systems.

2.3.1. Proximity model
Let S denote a discrete set of closed regions, called features, of

the reference space model. For the feature li˛S , vli denotes

the set of boundary points while l� denotes the interior of the

feature. Table 1 summarizes the formal definitions of these

sets for each realm. For instance, in the geographical space, S

would consist of regions of space thatmay ormay not overlap;

e.g., if li is a room, then vli would be the points that constitute

the walls.3 The temporal realm would have events e closed

time intervals e as features. Attribute-based proximity is

similar, but extends the linear model to a multi-dimensional

one. Features in the social realm would consist of sub-

portions of the social network.

Before we elaborate on our model with additional defini-

tions, wemust address the complexity of the cyber realm. The

difficulty lies in the fact that the most natural reference space

model would be a hypergraph, with a hyperedge connecting

all of the vertices (users) in the communication session, which

cannot be directlymapped onto our abstract space model as it

introduces inconsistencies in the topological relations. Our

solution is to create a parallel hypergraph such that each

vertex in the original is replaced by distinct vertices for each

connected hyperedge. The interior would include the new

vertices connected to the hyperedges of interest, and the

boundary would be the other new vertices. For instance, if a

user was simultaneously communicating in a Skype session

and two chat sessions, then the feature li containing the chat

sessions would include the new vertices for the chat sessions

in the interior, and the new vertex for the Skype sessionwould

be in the boundary.

Central to our model is the notion of feature type, which can

be organized in a hierarchical manner. Table 1 provides ex-

amples of types for each realm. Types allow for system ad-

ministrators to distinguish between, for instance, a physics

exam and a chemistry exam that occur simultaneously.

Feature type can be either conceptual or unit-based. Concep-

tual feature types assign a semantic label to a feature while

unit-based feature types are defined by reference space such

as meters (geographical), hops (social), or minutes (temporal).

Realms can have multiple units, but all units would be

considered to be types, and units can only be sub-types of

other units; furthermore, units would be instantiated as

distinct features. For instance, in a temporal space, a feature

representing 8:00:00e8:00:59 would denote the first minute at

8:00. Let types denote the set of application-specific feature

types for the realm, and let 8 denote a sub-typing partial

order.
2 While the original work only defines the method for two-
dimensional geographic space, the definitions of the topological
relations can be extended for multi-dimensional space, as well.

3 Readers familiar with the calculus-based method will note
that our abstract space model only focuses on area/area re-
lationships. This is deliberate, as defining access control policies
on single points or lines seems infeasible in general.
Definition 1. s : S /types denotes a typing function thatmaps

a feature in abstract space S to feature type. If s(li) ¼ ti, then ti
is the type of li.

The abstract space model can be restricted to only contain

features that have certain types. This may be useful for ap-

plications that are only interested in certain types of features

but not others.

Definition 2. Sjt denotes the restriction of features of S4S to

those features with a sub-type of tj ˛ t 4 types:

Sjt ¼
�
li˛Sjdtj˛t s:t: sðliÞ8tj

�

For instance, Sjfexam;mathematicsg would contain only time

frames representing mathematics exams in a temporal dis-

cussion. In a geographical discussion, Sj{room} could denote the

rooms in a building.

We can now use the notion of types, in combination with

topological relations, to define our abstract distance metric.

We use a set of six topological relations defined in Clementini

et al. (1993) to specify the relationships between features of

the abstract space. Let T be this set of topological relations

and is defined as

T ¼ fdisjoint; in; touch; equal; cover; overlapg

We define a connectivity chain as a sequence of features

where no two consecutive features satisfy the disjoint topo-

logical relation.

Definition 3. The sequence <l0, l1, ., ln�1, ln> denotes a

connectivity chain from the feature l0 to ln, such that :hli�1,

disjoint, lii for 1 � i � n.

Let c(li, lj) denote the set of all connectivity chains from li

to lj, and let lk ˛ c mean that lk occurs in the chain c ˛ c(li, lj).

Definition 4. cjt(li, lj) denotes the restriction of connectivity

chains connecting features li and lj to include only interme-

diate features with a sub-type of tk ˛ t 4 types:

cjt
�
li; lj

� ¼ �
c˛c

�
li; lj

���clk˛c; dtl˛t s:t: sðlkÞ8tl
�

Conceptual feature types provide logical measurement

(where connectivity chain is a sequence of features). For

instance, cj{room}(li, lj) would only consist of chains of rooms

that connect the two features. Alternatively, unit types provide

physical measurement. For instance, cj{minute}(li, lj) would

contain chains whose intermediate features are the minutes

that occur between the start of li and the end of lj. Letting c

denote the length of a chain (as measured in the number of

intermediate features), we can define a basic distancemetric as

length of smallest connectivity chain connecting two features.

Definition 5. d(li, lj, t) denotes the distance metric between

features li and lj where the intermediate feature types are

restricted to t 4 types and is defined as:

d
�
li; lj; t

� ¼ minðcÞcc˛cjt
�
li; lj

�

The final element of our proximity model is how to incor-

porate users. Specifically, we require some method of map-

ping users to features. Let U denote the set of users.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012


Table 1 e Mapping of realms to abstract space model.

Geographical

Elements of S : Sets of points p in physical space

Sample types: Room, Building, Hospital

li ¼ {pjp is in a featured region},

l+i ¼ fp��p is an interior point},

vli ¼ { pjp is on the region’s boundary}

Attribute

Elements of S : Attribute vectors a ¼ ha1;.; aki representing a collection of values for considered attributes. We also

write ai˛Aa to indicate ai is one of a1,., ak.

Sample types: {Age, School}, {Age, Profession, Employer}, {Hometown}

li ¼ fajcai˛Aa, ai is within a specified range for that attribute}

l
�
i ¼ fa˛li

��cai˛Aa, ai is strictly within the specified range}

vli ¼ fa˛lijdai˛Aa, ai has a borderline (maximum or minimum) value for that attribute}

Social

Elements of S : Sets of edges e ˛ E and vertices v ˛ V such that G ¼ hV, Ei forms a social network

Sample types: Friends, colleagues, conference attendees

lifv˛Vjv is an individualgWfe ¼ hv1; v2ijv1˛li n v2˛lig;
l+i ¼ fv˛ligWfe˛lije ¼ hv1; v2i^v1˛li^v2˛lig,
vli ¼ fe˛lije ¼ hv1;v2i^ðv1;linv2;liÞg

Cyber

Elements of S : Sets of hyperedges bh˛ bH and vertices bv˛ bV given a hypergraph G ¼ hV, Hi where h ˛ H denotes a

communication session and v ˛ V denotes a user, where
bVbfbvi;j˛ bVjdvi˛V;hj˛H s:t: vi˛hjg
bHbfbhi ¼ fbv1;i;.; bvk;ig˛ bHjdhi ¼ fv1;.; vkg˛Hg

Sample types: VOIP, Skype

li ¼ fbhijhi represents a sessiongWfbvl;i˛bhi˛ligWfbvl;j˛bhj;lijd bhi˛li s:t: bvl;i˛bhig
l+i ¼ fbh˛ligWfbvl;i˛bhi˛lig
vli ¼ fbvl;j˛bhj;lijdbhi˛li s:t: bvl;i˛bhig

Temporal

Elements of S : Typed time intervals [ti, tj]

Sample types: Examination, Meeting, Football game

li¼{eje is an event associated with some time interval [ti, tj]}

l+i ¼ ftjt � ti^t � tjg
vli ¼ {ti, tj}
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Definition 6. m : U /2S denotes a feature mapping function

that maps a user to set of features.

The power set is required for the codomain as a result of

the hierarchical typing of features. For instance, a user in the

social realm may belong to a group of friends, as well as a

group of colleagues. Hence, m(u) ¼ {friends, colleagues}. It is

important to note that applying m to the temporal realm is

somewhat unintuitive. From a formal perspective, m maps

that user to all events in which that user participated at any

time. This is due to the nature of the temporal realm. In

practice, the temporal m would restrict the focus to events

within a designated time frame.

Definition 7. mjt denotes the restriction of the featuremapping

function to types t 4 types such that

mjtðuÞ ¼
�
li˛mðuÞ

��dtj˛t s:t: sðliÞ8tj
�

Based on the preceding definitions, we can define a prox-

imity model M ¼ fS ;T ;U ; s;m; dg.

2.3.2. Role proximity
Using the model M, we can define the notion of role prox-

imity. We start with the traditional RBAC concepts of roles (R )

and users (U ). When a user logs into the system, he is
associated with a new session. Let SES denote the set of ses-

sions, SU : SES/U the mapping of sessions to users,

SR : SES/2R the mapping of sessions to possible roles that

could be activated, and Act : U /2R the mapping of users to

active roles. Observe that, for any u˛U

ActðuÞ4 W
s˛SU�1ðuÞ

SRðsÞ

where SU�1(u) denotes the preimage of u under SU, i.e., the set

of sessions associated with the user. That is, every one of a

user’s active roles must be associated with some session. We

can define two distinct types of role proximity using these

definitions.

Definition 8. A user u˛U is said to be in (t1, d, t2)-weak role

proximity ((t1, d, t2)-wrp) of a role r for t1, t2 ˛ types and d˛Rþ if

dbu˛U ; busu such that all of these hold:

1. r˛ActðbuÞ
2. li ˛ mj{t1}(u)
3. lj˛mjft1gðbuÞ
4. d(li, lj, t2) � d

Weak role proximity, then, considers only users’ active

roles. Observe that two feature types are necessary, as the unit

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012


5 Observe that this syntax only supports a single realm per
constraint. Intuitively, the syntax could be extended to specify
the realm and the type t within the constraint. This would allow
for complex policies that consider multiple dimensions (e.g., a
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separating the features will most likely have a different type

than the features themselves. For instance, in social prox-

imity, a manager at one companymay be in (org, 1, friend)-wrp

of the CTO of another company if there are employees of both

companies that are friends. In a temporal setting, if a user

signs a document at some meeting, (meeting, 4, hour)-wrp is

satisfied if a manager signs the document at another meeting

with no more than 4 h separating the meetings.

At this point, it is necessary to point out that the temporal

realm presents a unique complication for our definitions as

written. Specifically, it is possible that r is no longer in ActðbuÞ
at the time that the constraint needs to be evaluated for user u,

although the proximity constraint should be considered

satisfied. The solution, then, is to emphasize that ActðbuÞ is

evaluated at the time that bu performs some action.4 For

instance, in the preceding example, both the user and the

manager must perform the action of signing the document.

This modeling choice is, in essence, syntactic sugar that al-

lows us to use consistent terminology.

This interpretation presents a clear engineering challenge,

which is determining how much information about session

mappings must be maintained over time. If all temporal

proximity constraints require users to perform actions, then

the system must only log events that occur. On the other

hand, if the constraints are passive, i.e., at least one of the user

is not required to perform an explicit action, then the

administrative overhead would be higher e possibly prohibi-

tively high. Consequently, system designers would have to

make appropriate choices for their specific applications.

Definition 9. A user u˛U is said to be in (t1, d, t2)-strong role

proximity ((t1, d, t2)-srp) of a role r for t1, t2 ˛ types and d˛Rþ if

dbu˛U ; busu such that all of these hold:

1. r˛W
s˛SU�1ðbuÞSRðsÞ

2. li ˛ mj{t1}(u)
3. lj˛mjft1gðbuÞ
4. d(li, lj, t2) � d

That is, strong role proximity considers roles that could be

activated during some session for the user, but may not

currently be. The rationale for strong role proximity is that it

may be desirable to base policies on roles that are not

currently active. For instance, if a military environment de-

mands that there are no civilians present, strong role prox-

imity can be used to meet this demand, because it does not

require users to explicitly activate the civilian role.

2.3.3. Proximity constraints
Using M ¼ fS ;T ;U ; s;m; dg and the definitions above, we can

now define proximity constraints that can be used in a policy

language. Our language is similar to that defined in

Kirkpatrick et al. (2011), except we remove the assumption of

geographical proximity and spatial roles. The simplified

grammar for a proximity constraint clause can be written as:
4 We note that this problem also arises in asynchronous de-
ployments that work in different realms. However, the timing
problem is heightened within the temporal realm.
C :: � CnC
e C^C

e :C
e S Q n role unit thr

S :: � weak j strong
Q :: � at most j at least j e

The semantics of such a constraint dictate that satisfaction

requires separate users. That is, the semantics for the basic

constraint (weak n r unit thr) dictate that there is a set bU4U

such that

1.
��� bU

��� ¼ n

2. (t, thr, unit)-wrp holds for some type t ˛ types

3. cu˛ bU r˛ActðuÞ
4. cu; bU r;ActðuÞ

Semantics for the strong variant would replace the last two

criteria as

3. cu˛ bU ds˛SU�1ðuÞ such that r ˛ SR(s)

4. cu; bUes˛SU�1ðuÞ such that r ˛ SR(s)

Semantics for the other possible constraints are straight-

forward variations. Note that t is specified independently of

the proximity constraint and is determined according to the

remainder of the policy. Let C denote the set of proximity

constraints in this language.5

2.3.4. Proximity-based RBAC model
We can now conclude this section with our formal definition

of a proximity-based RBAC model. Let M ¼ fS ;T ;U ; s;m; dg
denote a proximity model as defined previously. Policies

would be based on proximity tuples pt ¼ hr, t, ci, where c˛C
is a proximity constraint, t ˛ types is a type associated with

the requesting user’s feature, and r is the requested role.

Specifically, if P denotes the set of all such tuples, A de-

notes the set of actions, and O denotes the set of objects,

a proximity-based RBAC policy would be the relation

Pol : P � A � O . That is, a policy specifies the actions

allowed on an object, such that the proximity constraint

(which includes the subject’s role) is satisfied. The prox-

imity-based RBAC model F would consist of the set of all

such policies. Table 2 presents examples of policies for the

five proximity realms.
3. Enforcement architecture

Designing a generic architecture that works across different

applications and realms is crucial but challenging task.

Different types of proximity and organizational settings have
policy could simultaneously have spatial, temporal, and social
constraints). As each realm would define its own distance metric
d, we believe this approach is feasible. However, we have not fully
considered the implications of this approach, and leave such
composition of proximity realms for future work.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012
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Table 2 e Example policies for various realms.

Geographical

Example: An officer is allowed to read a secret file only if no civilian is present with in 500 m and at least one

senior officer is present in the same room.

types ¼ {room, meters}, O ¼ fSecretFileg, A ¼ freadg,
R ¼ fSeniorOfficer;Officer;Civiliang

Proximity Constraints C1 ¼ hstrong, at most, 0, Civilian, meters, 500i,
C2¼hweak, at least, 1, SeniorOfficer, room, 0i

Proximity tuple pt ¼ hOfficer, room, C1 ^ C2i
Policy: {pt, read, SecretFile}

Attribute

Example: A dating site member can view my profile if they have same profession and are no more than 10 years older.

types ¼ 2{profession, age}, O ¼ fMyProfileg, A ¼ fviewg,
R ¼ fMember; Selfg

Proximity Constraints C1 ¼ hweak, e, 1, Self, {profession}, 0i,
C2 ¼ hweak, e, 1, Self, {age}, 10i

Proximity tuple pt ¼ hMember, {profession, age}, C1 ^ C2i
Policy: {pt, view, MyProfile}

Social

Example: A member of SACMAT network is allowed to view my conference album only if he is a friend of a friend or closer.

types ¼ {individual, network, hops}, O ¼ fConfAlbumg, A ¼ fviewg,
R ¼ fSelf ;SACMATMemberg

Proximity Constraints C ¼ hstrong, e, 1, Self, hops, 2i
Proximity tuple pt ¼ hSACMATMember, individual, Ci
Policy: {pt, view, ConfAlbum}

Cyber

Example: A manager can edit a shared Google document only if he is in a GoogleTalk session with a senior manager.

types ¼ {GoogleTalk}, O ¼ fdocument1g, A ¼ fwriteg,
R ¼ fManager; SeniorManagerg

Proximity Constraints C ¼ hweak, at least, 1, SeniorManager, GoogleTalk, 0i
Proximity tuple pt ¼ hManager, GoogleTalk, Ci
Policy: {pt, write, document1}

Temporal

Example: A supervisor can only sign an employee’s time card within 24 h after the employee did.

types ¼ {hours, card signature}, O ¼ ftime cardg, A ¼ fsigng,
R ¼ fEmployee; Supervisorg

Proximity Constraints C ¼ hweak, at least, 1, Employee, hours, 24i
Proximity tuple pt ¼ hSupervisor, card signature, Ci
Policy: {pt, sign, time card}
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different requirements and a single architecture may not

work for all cases. However, if an architecture is defined

carefully then a major part of it can be common and only a

small portion of it may need to be changed across realms. For

instance, the method for acquiring feature mapping for a user

is realm-specific. While different application scenarios will

employ different technologies, our goal in this section is to

highlight common features of principals and define required

behaviors. The purpose in defining such an abstract archi-

tecture is to establish a framework for reasoning about the

feasibility of designing and building proximity-based RBAC

systems. We propose a generic architecture and discuss

changes that are required in it to accommodate different types

of feature acquisition and communication strategies.

For simplicity, we assume a centralized server with uni-

versal knowledge of the user-feature mapping. In our current

approach, we emphasize the necessity of correctly mapping

each user to a feature (or a set of features) in the reference

space model. We refer to this process as feature attestation.

Feature attestation could be accomplished using crypto-

graphic techniques, such as digitally signed proofs of location,
timestamps, or credentials. The central server serves as the

Policy Information Point (PIP) (Oasis, 2004) and is responsible

for evaluating the proximity constraints. The Policy Decision

Point (PDP) uses the result of this constraint evaluation to

facilitate the proper functioning of the Policy Enforcement

Point (PEP). The main components of our architecture are as

follows.

� User: The User represents the entity that is assigned roles

and initiates access request.

� Feature management server (FMS): This server maintains the

current featuremapping of every user in the system. Given a

proximity query, in which the authorization server (see

below) submits a proximity constraint and the requesting

user, FMS computes the proximity distances and de-

termines if the constraint is satisfied. It serves as the main

component of the PIP and responds to queries from the

authorization server.

� Feature monitor (FM): This optional component is used to

communicate with the user as a means of maintaining the

feature mapping. If present, this component may issue a

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012
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Fig. 1 e Enforcement architecture.
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feature proof to the user, such as a digital certificate avowing

the claimed feature, that the user can submit as a credential

along with the request as shown in Fig. 1b. In an alternate

architecture (Fig. 1c), FM may pervasively monitor the user

and communicate with the FMS to ensure the user-feature

mapping is updated in a timely manner. Alternatively, this

monitor may be absent entirely, in which case the user

would communicate with an external portal that pushes

feature update to FMS as discussed later (Fig. 1a).

� Authorization server (AS): This serves as PDP and is respon-

sible for evaluating policy. It consults FMS by issuing prox-

imity queries. Using the results of the queries, it evaluates

the remainder of the policy and determines if the request is

to be granted.

� Resource manager (RM): The resource manager serves as the

PEP and is responsible for controlling access to protected

resources. The resource manager may hold the resources

itself, or it may serve as a ticket-granting service.

In some cases, an external service portal, which is a trusted

third party, can replace the FM. For instance, in social prox-

imity, the proximity-based RBAC system may rely on an in-

dependent social network service for feature attestation. That

is, the proximity-based RBAC system consults the external
social network and overlays the featuremapping on top of the

existing network. In these types of cases, the user interacts

with the service portal tomake changes, and the service portal

pushes these updates to the proximity-based RBAC system.

This is the architecture shown in Fig. 1a.

3.1. Feature acquisition and communication

Most of the interaction between principals is straightforward

and functions like a typical RBAC architecture that consists of

users, PEP, PDP, and PIP. What is unique about proximity-

based RBAC is the acquisition and communication of feature

mapping that is achieved via the interaction between users

and the PIP. Although the precise interaction would be appli-

cation specific, we identify three fundamental approaches

that are illustrated in Fig. 1 and discussed below.

3.1.1. No FM, external portal
In this approach, illustrated in Fig. 1a, the user explicitly in-

teracts with an external service portal (e.g., a social network

website or a trusted third-party attribute certification service)

that is independent of the proximity-based RBAC system in

order to update his or her associated feature(s). This feature

update is immediately pushed by the external service portal to

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012
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6 For simplicity of notation, we use Gen to denote the key gen-
eration scheme for both encryption and MAC.
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the FMS so that the FMS can correctly evaluate proximity

constraints.

For instance, in social proximity, the user makes changes

to his or her profile in a social network application, and these

changes are pushed to the FMS by the application. In temporal

proximity, events are logged by some application, and the FMS

receives this data accordingly. This approach is applicable for

all realms, though the geographical realm is challenging, as

users typically do not have to interact with a centralized

software portal in order to move. Instead, the other two ap-

proaches more accurately describe approaches for geograph-

ical proximity.

3.1.2. Independent FM, no communication
In this approach, users interact with a distributed set of en-

tities (feature monitors) that have no direct communication

links to the FMS. These featuremonitors provide the user with

a credential (feature proof) that asserts the correct feature

mapping. User includes this feature proof in access request

and can be validated by the FMS as shown in Fig. 1b.

For instance, in geographical proximity, the user may have

a Bluetooth-enabled device that exchanges data with a

receiver as the user moves. As the user moves, the credential

updates are performed locally, and only pushed to the FMS

when the user makes a request. As such, in order to enforce

proximity constraints correctly, the system must force users

to push their credentials sufficiently often. For instance, in the

geographic realm, doors separating rooms may be considered

objects. Thus, in order for the user to change features (i.e.,

move fromone room to another), hemust push his credentials

before the door can be unlocked.

3.1.3. FM direct communication
In this approach, a distributed sensor network (FM) continu-

ally monitors changes to the user’s feature mapping. When

the mapping changes, the sensor pushes the updated infor-

mation to the FMS accordingly (refer Fig. 1c). This approach is

more appropriate for real-time geographical proximity where

the location of user is pervasively tracked. This approach is

also good for temporal proximity. For instance, the sensor

may consist of a program that monitors updates to event log

files and sends updates when the file changes.

3.2. On the limitations of enforcement

Deployment of such a proximity-based system would require

addressing a couple of common technical hurdles through the

use of heuristics. Specifically, designers of such systems need

to understand that it is infeasible to automate policy analysis

and absolute guarantees of correct enforcement cannot be

guaranteed. The former claim derives from the fact that

proximity constraints are Boolean expressions. If we let D

denote the decision problem to determine whether or not an

arbitrary proximity constraint can be satisfied, then the

complexity of SAT (Cook, 1971) makes D NP-hard. Note that

this is not saying that constraints cannot be evaluated effi-

ciently (they can, in fact), just that it is intractable to deter-

mine if an arbitrary constraint can be satisfied.

The second challenge applies to asynchronous de-

ployments, which would be the typical case, especially in the
geographical realm.The samecanbesaid for other realms if the

users are distributed throughout the world. Evaluating a prox-

imity constraint, then, turns into a consensus protocol. That is,

theRM,AS, andFMSwouldneeda consistent viewof a dynamic

world. Unless theseprincipalshave synchronousmonitoringof

the entire system, it has been proven that guaranteeing

consensus is impossible (Fischer et al., 1985). Consequently,

system designers must account for implementation details,

such as network lag, updates to features, etc.

Given these constraints, wewill proceed in the next section

with heuristic-based protocol templates, which assume that

practical implementations will account for such theoretical

limits.
4. Heuristic-based protocol templates

Our aim in this section is to provide templates for enforce-

ment protocols for architectures defined in Section 3.We have

designed these protocols to support a number of enforcement

goals, which we will formalize later. For now, our goals can be

enumerated as

� validate users’ claims for authorization to activate a role

� evaluate proximity constraints subject to a limited time

frame

� minimize the amount of information leakage to prevent

impersonation attacks

� prevent replay attacks by authorized users

� prevent improper accesses by unauthorized intruders

Our protocols employ standard cryptographic primitives.

Specifically, let (Gen, Enc, Dec) denote an encryption scheme

that provides indistinguishable encryptions under chosen

plaintext attacks (IND-CPA-secure) such that Gen(1n) denotes

a probabilistic key generation algorithm with security

parameter 1n, Enck(,) denotes encryption using the key kwhile

Deck(,) denotes the corresponding decryption. Next, let (Gen,

Sign, Ver) denote a MAC scheme that is unforgeable against

chosen message attacks (CMA-secure).6

We also adopt the standard convention that ) denotes

probabilistic assignment, while :¼ denotes a deterministic

assignment. Finally, while we use Enc and Dec generically, we

distinguish between symmetric and public key encryption

based on the key used. For instance, EncKp refers to symmetric

encryption using the key Kp for some identifier p. Encsk(p) de-

notes encryption using the secret key of p, while Decpk(p) would

denote the corresponding decryption using p’s public key.

In addition to standard cryptographic primitives, our pro-

tocols employ a number of additional building blocks, as fol-

lows. Recall that U denotes the set of users,R the set of roles,

O the set of objects, A the set of actions, S the set of features

in the reference space, P the set of proximity constraints, and

Pol the set of policies. In addition, we adopt the convention

that {0, 1}n denotes a binary stream encoding some value (such

as a cryptographic certificate). Lastly, as Auth (authentication

primitive as described below) may take more than two

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012
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Fig. 2 e Protocol for architecture in Fig. 1a.

7 Observe that a sequence can be modeled as a partial function
from the naturals to a set of items to be sorted. E.g., if s is a
sequence, s(1) denotes the first item, s(2) the second, etc.
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parameters (the first is always a user, each additional is a

binary-encoded value), we use ({0, 1}n)þ to denote the function

takes one or more binary parameters.

� Auth : U � ðf0;1gnÞþ/ftrue; falseg e a non-interactive

authentication scheme that takes a user ID and one or

more binary credentials as input, returning true or false to

indicate whether the authentication succeeds

� FindPolicies : R � O � A /2Pol e identifies the relevant pol-

icies for the requested role, object, action tuple

� EvalTuples : ðN/2P Þ/ðN/ftrue; falsegÞ e evaluates a

sequence of proximity tuples for the current feature
mapping m, returning a sequence of truth values declaring

whether or not the associated tuple was satisfied7

� Decide : 2Pol/ftrue; falseg e determines which policies were

satisfied and returns a Boolean indicating whether or not to

grant access

� Bind : U �R � S /f0;1gn e a computationally binding

procedure that produces a verifiable credential (e.g., a

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012


Fig. 3 e PCL specification for Protocol Q 0.

8 This is an unfortunate collision of terminology. The term
“role” in relation to PCL should not be confused with the notion of
RBAC role.
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digitally signed certificate) that ties the user to the requested

role and the claimed feature at the time requested

� GenValidation: {0, 1}n / ({0, 1}n / {true, false}) e takes a digital

credential as input and returns a function that can be

applied to validate the credential at a later time

Protocol Q 0, as shown in Fig. 2, describes the data

exchanged for Fig. 1a. In this architecture, the external service

portal pushes updates to FMS as needed. As this portal is

considered external to our architecture, communication with

it is not modeled in Protocol Q 0. Instead, Protocol Q 0 shows

the data exchanged when the request is made. We use the

notation poli.pt denotes the proximity tuple pt for the given

policy poli (See Section 2.3.4). Observe that Decide does not

declare when the decision should be made to grant access, as

this is application specific. That is, some systemsmay require
all policies to be satisfied, while others grant access if any

policy is satisfied.

Protocol Q 0 introduces several variables that may warrant

additional clarification. To start, obj˛O denotes the object

under consideration, act˛A is the requested action, z is a

nonce, and ts denotes a timestamp. We use credfeat and credrole
to denote credentials that attest to one’s authorization to use a

feature or activate a role.

To begin to analyze the security qualities of Protocol Q 0, we

can formalize the protocol using PCL (Datta et al., 2007), as

shown in Fig. 3. In PCL notation, the protocol is re-structured

from the perspective of various roles8 that specify the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2013.08.012
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Fig. 4 e Knowledge gained during execution R of Protocol Q 0.
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behavior of various participants within the protocol. That is,

instead of looking at the global view of the protocol, each

participant’s actions are viewed in isolation. In Protocol Q 0,

for instance, Init designates the initiator role. In an honest

execution, the user U can take on the role of initiator, which

requires knowledge of the resource manager RM in charge of

the protected resource. Similarly, Auth is the authorization

role, Pol is the policy management role, and Eval is the prox-

imity evaluation role.

Also, note that there is a distinction between the partici-

pant of the protocol (e.g., bR) and the associated principal (e.g.,

RM). This distinction is important, as the participant may be

an adversary attempting an attack on the system. That is, bR
may actually be the adversary A . As such, the PCL specifica-

tion makes this distinction obvious.

The advantage of this formalization is that it makes

explicit what data is seen by each participant in the protocol,

and we can infer what knowledge is gained during an execu-

tion R of the protocol. Fig. 4 shows the knowledge gained by

each participant during execution. In this notation, qi denotes

the a priori knowledge of principal i, while fi;R denotes the

knowledge gained from execution R. We use fA ;R to denote the

knowledge gained by a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)

adversary with only access to the public keys of the partici-

pants. We also write fi~s to indicate that principal i has or

knows the piece of information s. Note that fi~s implies

s ˛ fi W qi or s can be derived from some bs˛fiWqi. For

simplicity, we omit any encrypted message sj from the fi;R

sets, as our assumptions regarding encryption presume that

the knowledge gain from just an encrypted message is negli-

gible. We also omit verifications of MACs, as these are only

relevant to determining the origin integrity of a message,

rather than providing true information about the data

exchanged.

As a final note before presenting our security analysis, our

analysis focuses on a specific adversarial model. Specifically,

we assume the DoleveYao adversarial model (Dolev and Yao,

1983), in which an adversary can eavesdrop or modify any

message. Furthermore, our analysis focuses on rational at-

tacks. That is, we assume that RM, AS, and FMS, participate

honestly unless they could benefit from deviating. In fact, as

these principals have a vested interest in protecting the

resource, we find no rational attacks by them, with the

exception of violating the desired privacy guarantees. As such,

our analysis assumes honest participation by these principals,

except where noted. Instead, we focus on attacks in which an
authorized user attempts to exceed his or her privileges (e.g.,

eavesdropping on another user reading a file), or external

adversaries attempting to gain illicit access to the system. In

either case, the adversary would benefit by deviating, so we

find these attacks rational and focus on them in our analysis.

Lastly, for Protocol Q 0, we exclude the feature portal from our

analysis and consider it to be a trusted third party.

Lemma 1. Replay attacks by an external adversary are

detectable except with negligible probability.

Proof. Assume that z is nonce that is n bits in length. Then the

probability that two users select the same z in two separate

runs of the protocol is 1/2n. Furthermore, sua also depends on

the timestamp ts. If we let m denote the number of protocol

runs that can be initiated within ts � d, where d denotes the

maximum time for which the timestamp ts would be valid,

then the probability that two randomly selected nonces are

the same would be m/2n. For moderate values of n, this prob-

ability is negligible. Thus, by keeping a log of the most recent

m nonces used, RM would detect the replay with near certain

probability.

Furthermore, even if RM fails to detect the replay, the only

valid strategy for an adversary A would be to replay the exact

messages. That is, as , A cannot

forge a message dsua for which authid would be successful,

other than the original sua. In such a case, the effect of the

replay would be contingent upon act. If act involves a modi-

fication, the replay would simply repeat the modification.

Again, though, this succeeds with only negligible probability.

However, if act is a read, the attack cannot succeed at all, as

. Thus, A cannot decrypt the object and the attack

fails. ,

Lemma 2. Tampering by an external adversary fails except

with negligible probability.

Proof. This property follows from the fact that (Gen, Enc,Dec) is

IND-CPA-secure and (Gen, Sign, Ver) is CMA-secure. As such, A

cannot forge bsi for any of the encrypted messages si or bgj for

any of the MACs gj. Thus, any attempt at tampering with the

messages would be detected by the honest recipient. At best,

A could induce a denial-of-service by modifying, for instance,

any of the resi values, causing gf to fail verification. However,

the adversary cannot forge any message that would be

accepted as legitimate, except with negligible probability. ,
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Fig. 5 e Protocol for architecture in Fig. 1b.
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Theorem 1. Protocol Q 0 is secure under the DoleveYao

adversarial model.

Proof. Follows from the preceding two lemmas. ,

Lemma 3. Protocol Q 0 preserves user privacy from the RM.

Proof. This follows from the fact that . That is, RM

is able to receive an authenticated evaluation of the proximity

constraints without having to know the identity of the

requesting user. ,

Lemma 4. Protocol Q 0 prevents replay by authorized users.

Proof. The primary concern here is that a user may exploit

the asynchronous, distributed nature of the protocol to ex-

ercise a right when the proximity constraint no longer

holds. However, fRM;R~ts, ensuring RM has the ability to

validate that the timestamp claimed is reasonably accurate.

Furthermore fAS;R~ts and fFMS;R~ts, ensuring all principals

see the same timestamp. Finally, gr is derived from ts, which

allows AS and (indirectly) FMS to validate that the time-

stamp matched the time of request, as checked by RM. Thus,

the timestamp and the MACs ensure that messages

exchanged match the time used to evaluate the proximity

constraint. ,
Fig. 6 e Knowledge gained durin
Theorem 2. Protocol Q 0 provides strong authentication of

user credentials and proximity claims.

Proof. Note that a successful execution R of Q 0 requires

fAS;R~authid. At the same time, fAS;R~authidIqU~credrole.

Thus, strong user authentication is provided by the

assumptions regarding the Auth primitive. Additionally,

fFMS;R~authfeatIqU~credfeat. As this credential is created by the

centralized portal, which is beyond the scope of attack by a

PPT adversary A , the protocol integrates strong proximity

authentication. ,

Protocol Q 0 is appropriate for proximity constraints

defined for a centralized application. That is, social proximity

assumes the use of a social network application with a global

view. Similarly, cyber proximity is generally built on the

assumption of a centralized service, such as telephony,

though peer-to-peer designs (e.g., Skype) also exist; in the

latter case, Protocol Q 0 would be inappropriate. Temporal

proximity can be ensured assuming actions can be synchro-

nized within the system. Applying Protocol Q 0 for geograph-

ical proximity would be very challenging, as pervasive

location monitoring is difficult.

Finally, note that there is a possibility for performance

optimizations in certain deployments of Protocol Q 0. Specif-

ically, if AS and FMS are hosted on the same machine, the
g execution R of Protocol Q 1.
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encryption of saf and the MAC gf are extraneous. That is, if the

data exchanged by these two principals occurs over a secure

channel in which eavesdropping is not possible, then the

additional cryptographic protections are not necessary.

Fig. 5 shows Protocol Q 1, which extends the previous pro-

tocol to facilitate communication for the architecture in

Fig. 1b. Most of the protocol is identical, with the exception

being the generation of credfeat. In Protocol Q 0, this credential

is assumed to be generated by the portal and is tangential to

the protocol. In Protocol Q 1, however, the user must explicitly

retrieve the credential, which binds the user to a role and

feature at a given timestamp bts. In this scenario, Bind is

assumed to be a computationally binding, perfectly hiding

commitment scheme, while GenValidation is a non-interactive

proof. For instance, the two primitives may constitute a zero-

knowledge proof-of-knowledge. The key is that U must not be

able to forge such a credential in polynomial time. The

remainder of the protocol is identical, with the exception that

the proof needs to be forwarded to FMS, which verifies the

credential.

The analysis of Protocol Q 1 is virtually identical to Protocol

Q 0. Fig. 6 shows the PCL knowledge sets for Protocol Q 1. In this

scenario, we are assuming the simplest case, in which the

exchange between U and FM occurs in an insecure manner.

For instance, this data may be exchanged over unencrypted

Wi-Fi. Formally, this means fA ;Rcredfeat;validfeat; bts. However,

the following lemmas show that this is not a security threat.

Alternatively, this point could bemademoot by using a secure

channel between U and FM.

Lemma5. Protocol Q 1 remains secure against a PPT adversary

under the DoleveYao model.

Proof. As shown in Fig. 6, fA ;R~credfeat;validfeat; bts. However,

as Bind is assumed to be perfectly hiding, .

Furthermore, as Bind is computationally binding, A could not

forge the credential within polynomial time, even with the

knowledge in fA ;R. Thus, A cannot forge sua with the stolen

credential in a manner that would be accepted by AS, except

with negligible probability as described previously. Therefore,

the stolen credential cannot be used to create unauthorized

access. ,
Fig. 7 e Protocol for arc
Lemma 6. Protocol Q 1 retains the privacy protection against

RM as Protocol Q 0.

Proof. This follows from the fact that fRM,A is identical for the

two protocols. Thus, Protocol Q 1 continues to protect user

privacy. ,

Lemma 7. Protocol Q 1 continues to provide strong feature

authentication for authorized users.

Proof. The computationally binding nature of Bind prevents

forgery of credfeat by U except with negligible probability. Thus,

FMS, when validating the credential, has probabilistic assur-

ance that the credential has not been forged. Furthermore, as

fFMS;R~ bts; ts, FMS can determine that the request was made

within an acceptable time frame of the feature credential

creation. ,

Finally, Fig. 7 shows Protocol Q 2, which defines an exten-

sion for the architecture in Fig. 1c. As in Q 1, FM is responsible

for issuing a computationally binding credential. However,

the binding routine in this protocol is more flexible. That is, in

Protocol Q 1, validfeat must be implemented as a non-

interactive technique, such as a cryptographically signed

certificate. In contrast, in Protocol Q 2, FM pushes the creden-

tial validation information to FMS. For instance, FM could

generate a Pedersen commitment (Pedersen, 1992), sending

the commitment to FMS while sending the data to open the

commitment to the user. Note, though, that this protocol in-

cludes the same knowledge sets as Q 1, with the exception

that . As such, the security analysis remains

unchanged.
5. Related work

Role based access control (RBAC) (Sandhu et al., 1996) is a

permissionmodel that grants access based on roles that users

have as a part of an organization. Several extensions to RBAC

have been proposed that attempt to incorporate various

contextual factors while making access decisions. GEO-RBAC

(Damiani et al., 2007) and LRBAC (Ray et al., 2006) consider
hitecture in Fig. 1c.
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location of the user requesting access while Gal and Atluri

(2000) consider temporal attributes such as time of access as

a factor in decision making. STARBAC (Aich et al., 2007), Lot

RBAC (Chandran and Joshi, 2005) and Atluri and Chun (2007)

incorporate both location of the user and time of access into

the access control model. While these consider some specific

contextual factors, Covington et al. (2001), Kulkarni and

Tripathi (2008) and Zhang and Parashar (2004) take a more

general approach by designing access control framework that

can incorporate a variety of contextual factors. Our work in-

corporates the proximity to other users in various realms as a

factor in access control decisions. SRBAC (Hansen and

Oleschuk, 2003) and Kirkpatrick and Bertino (2010) consider

spatial and temporal constraints for mobile RBAC systems

while our approach is applicable to a more general domain.

Prox-RBAC (Kirkpatrick et al., 2011) extended the notion of

spatially aware RBAC to consider the relative locations of

other users within an indoor space model (Jensen et al., 2010;

Jensen et al., 2009), and is the closest paper to the current

work. However, Prox-RBAC relied on an intuitive, informal

notion of proximity that allowed for surprising and contra-

dictory interpretations of proximity; furthermore, Prox-RBAC

focused exclusively on the geographic realm, whereas our

own work is applicable to a wider range of contextual factors.

While Prox-RBAC is unique in combining proximity con-

straints with RBAC, it is not the first work to consider

contextual similarity between users when requests are eval-

uated. TMAC (Georgiadis et al., 2001) incorporates contextual

information into team-based access control by actively

monitoring ongoing interactions. PBAC (Didar-Al-Alam et al.,

2010; Gupta et al., 2006) models focus on efficiently granting

authorizing emergency service providers in time-critical set-

tings. However, all of these works are restricted to the

geographic realm, unlike our own.
6. Conclusion

In this paper we have explored various notions of proximity.

Specifically, we have discussed five types of proximity:

geographical, attribute-based, cyber, social and temporal. We

have developed a formal model of proximity that is generic

enough to specify all these types of proximity. We have pre-

sented three generic enforcement architectures and provided

protocol templates for enforcing such systems, formalized

these protocols using PCL and proved security properties of

these protocols. In summary, we argue that it is feasible to

deploy a practical proximity-based RBAC system for a variety

of contextual factors.
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